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Abstract

Based on research about network mobility, this paper analyzes the security requirements of internet of things and wireless network based on 6LoWPAN, and designs the security architecture based on 6LoWPAN network, especially for the frequent mobile handoff access and data multi-hop forwarding. The access authentication scheme and data encryption method are designed and implemented based on 6LoWPAN mobile switching. Through comparing with non-symmetric encryption and symmetric encryption, AES pre-shared key encryption scheme is determined to use for 6LoWPAN, and is compared with typical cryptographic algorithms on internet of things platform and Contiki operate system. In experiment, the lightweight security of IoT mobile communication is realized on CC2530 nodes, including the advanced encryption standard, the payload encryption of network data packet and wireless nodes access authentication. Security architecture for mobile switching scenarios are verified, the feasibility of proposed scheme is confirmed.
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1. Introduce

6LoWPAN technology enable wireless sensor network node to be equal and free to access to the Internet. At the same time, the Internet hosts can transparently access node of the Internet of things, it streamlined the part of the function of the IPv6 protocol, retain and simplifies necessary part, while clipping and delete non-essential part [1]. This has very important for achieving full integration of IoT and IPv6-based Internet. Mutual integration of Internet and IoT can form a real IP network, in order to obtain needed information through a terminal at any time and place. This is good prospect in future information society. The use of 6LoWPAN technology will effectively solve the problem of accessing the nodes of IoT perception layer to Internet, to achieve the sensor network peripheral nodes IP-based [2]. The IoT terminals are a large number of sensor nodes and wireless nodes, most of which have mobility. Currently, some research at home and abroad carry out a wide range of improving the mobility of the IoT in the access point switching delay and transmission efficiency of exploration, the terminal node usage scenarios is increasing, the performance is further improved.

Due to the limitations of personal area network technology, originally designed for its security is not adequate enough, IoT or low-power network terminal devices and data is highly easier to attack. Mainly reflected in the network using self-organization network and lack of proper authentication mechanisms, the local node in the connections between nodes without any restrictions, and the network is relying on wireless media, messages can be received by any node, which means that malicious users can copy or disguise a
normal node, cause such as denial of service attacks, or use traps to steal, tamper with data. Therefore, the safety design of the network is essential in this research. Security should be designed to correspond to the specific model of the network, corresponding to the reasonable scheme [3].

Based on previous research of mobility supported of the next-generation Internet [4] and the mobility optimization with 6LoWPAN [5], this paper proposes a 6LoWPAN mobile security communication architecture, which is based on wireless access authentication and data encryption.

2. Related Research

IPSec protocol [6] is a secure communication protocol for data security on Internet. It is an open standard architecture using encryption security services. Protocol provides active security protection through end-to-end security. However, IPSec is limited by the 6LoWPAN network, there exist some defects: such as the agreement is too complex and too many options; Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) and Authentication Header (AH) larger [7], leading to the low efficiency of the data payload under the limitation of the maximum transmission unit of the 6LoWPAN network. Intensity of DES security algorithm is too low, SHA-1, MD5 is difficult to ensure data security. Key establishment and management mechanism is complex, and application layer requirements are difficult to achieve on the node, lacked of support for multicast and broadcast. The IPSec header compression scheme for 6LoWPAN is proposed in the literature [8]. The proposed scheme uses the AES-CCM (advanced encryption key chain packet mode), the underlying IEEE 802.15.4 protocol support encryption, has low overhead, to provide message authentication and privacy features. AES-CCM mode is opposite to ESP, does not require plaintext padding. Using AES-CCM is only applicable to the ESP, and does not apply to the AH method, using only the EID value 101. AES-CCM with IPSec security encryption can be used in multi group encryption mode, including the CBC-MAC(Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication Code) mode [9]. Literature [10] made a detailed security analysis of the 6LoWPAN fragmentation mechanism, identified the two kinds of attack methods in 6LoWPAN design level. The author proposes two countermeasures against such attacks, namely the content link method and the split cache method. Based on each slice, if the node is able to identify the attack node, it can resist the attack of copied slices, however, even the security of the link layer only supports group authentication. For different types of attacks, such as phishing, wormhole, trap, black holes, flooding, overloading and forgery, thesis [11] provides some preventive measures and solutions, forming the intrusion detection system using different parameters detected and appropriate factors.

Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) has now been standardized by IETF, and is applied to the communication level of various applications of resource constrained devices. In order to protect the transmission of sensitive information safely, CoAP using the data transport layer security protocol as the underlying security protocol, to carry out authentication and trusted transmission. DTLs was originally designed for a strong performance of devices and high bandwidth network, Raza et al., [12] proposed an integrating DTLs and CoAP networking solutions, which DTLs header compression can optimize network energy consumption. Pedro et al., [13] described the feasibility of EAP/PANA in the Internet of things, and provides an interactive EAP/PANA protocol implementation for the device equipped with Contiki system, called PANATIKI. A proposed and evaluated a new 6LoWPAN compression authentication header (AH) and ESP security header [14]. So that IPv6 on IEEE 802.15.4 wireless communications are protected. Based on the overall structural characteristics of the network topology, Xu Ke et al., [15] construct the source address verification scheme based on IPv6 architecture. Extracting the source address of the data packet received from the terminal node and carrying out the verification test to ensure the reliability of the data source address. In the
preliminary study, based on the Contiki system, an optimized and efficient mobile
switching scheme is designed in [16]. Author improved the process of RPL topology
creation and maintenance in 6LoWPAN, and integrated the parameters of received signal
strength and delay, to achieve the pre-switch mechanism. Based on mobile handoff, we
finish the control of node access, while the Internet host access to authentication. And the
AES encryption algorithm is realized in 6LoWPAN communication to complete data
encryption. In the software and hardware testing environment for the overall program
evaluation, test results show that the overall design of the communication program can
achieve the desired purpose of this paper.

3. Mutual Access Control of 6LoWPAN

The topology structure of 6LoWPAN network is mainly tree structure, and it has strong
mobility. Data transmission is mainly concentrated in the terminal node and the
aggregation node, in the mobile case is between the access node and the mobile node,
between Internet of Things gateways and local networking node.

3.1. Access Control of IoT Local Node

For strategies of access after mobile handover in local networking, using different pan
ID control access. In the same domain, pan ID is the same, so it can’t affect
the normal communication process, when switching between different domains, we can use
mechanism of register and authentication.

In the protocol of 802.15.4, it’s used a 16 bit identifier to distinguish different network
domains. The following code is used for configuration and modifies:

```c
/* RF configuration */
#define IEEE802154_CONF_PANID 0x5409 /* PAN ID is 0x5409*/
#ifndef CC2530_RF_CONF_CHANNEL
#define CC2530_RF_CONF_CHANNEL 25 /* channel is 25 */
#endif /* CC2530_RF_CONF_CHANNEL */
#ifndef IEEE802154_CONF_PANID
#define IEEE802154_PANID IEEE802154_CONF_PANID
#else
#define IEEE802154_PANID 0xABCD /*if PAN ID is undefined, use 0xABCD */
#endif
/* if source ID and destination ID is same, set PAN ID as compression bit */
if(p->fcf.dest_addr_mode & 3 && p->fcf.src_addr_mode & 3 && p->src_pid == p->dest_pid)
{  
p->fcf.panid_compression = 1;
    flen->src_pid_len = 0;
}
else
{  
p->fcf.panid_compression = 0;
}
```

In the process of networking, we firstly judge whether the PAN ID in the broadcast
message is consistent with the source PAN ID, if it is consistent, then it is compressed,
and the communication is carried out. In which the channel 25 and 0x5409 is the
experiment channel and PAN ID default values. PAN ID can be set by setting the value of
0xFFFF, through the discovery mechanism of automatic network to achieve ID PAN
automatic configuration.
3.2. Access Control in Pre-Shared Key Domain

We can use the pre-shared key method to realize access authentication, that is, use a fixed key in trusted nodes, and send a random string in the reply message. For the access nodes, using the same encryption algorithm and key to encrypt the string. When the access nodes received the message, decrypt the cipher text and compared it with random characters, if the same then allows the node to access the network, or the communication will be cancelled. The certification process is shown in Figure 1:

![Figure 1. The Process of Access Authentication](image)

To determine timeout operation, we should call timer of Contiki system and event driven timer, and set structure of timer, which contains the timer sequence, the timer pointer, time interval, and the calling process pointer. When the timer is timed out, the system will automatically call dropping function of the verification process, release memory and delete the corresponding stored string.

4. Encryption Algorithm of 6LoWPAN

4.1. Standard Encryption Algorithm

Authentication and MAC filtering can prevent malicious nodes connecting to the wireless network, but they cannot prevent them from blocking the data in transmission. If there are no secure encryption measures in data transmission process, the data will faced
with the risk of eavesdropping. Therefore, it is very necessary to carry out the transmission after encrypted data by using the appropriate encryption algorithm.

The comparison of several common encryption algorithms is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Occupancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DES</td>
<td>56bit</td>
<td>general</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DES</td>
<td>56bit</td>
<td>nesting</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEA</td>
<td>128bit</td>
<td>slow</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC4</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>quick</td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC5</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>uncertainty</td>
<td>middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>128bit, 192bit, 256bit</td>
<td>quick</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Encryption Algorithm of 6LoWPAN

The encryption and decryption method of CTR mode uses the stream key, which is beneficial to the parallel optimization of the operation. Random number, counter, and key are the parameters included in the CTR model. The random number and the count value can be regarded as a count value as a whole. As long as the algorithm selection is appropriate, the serial operation can be avoided.

CBC encryption principle:
Perform XOR the plaintext and the initialization vector, then, enforce encryption with the key. The resulting intermediate value will be used as the initialization vector for the next block.

CBC decryption principle:

For decrypting cipher text with key, Performing XOR the decrypted value and the initialization vector can get the plaintext.

In CBC mode, decryption is the inverse process of encryption. However, each data block encrypted in the encryption process is directly related to the previous generation of encrypted cipher text. Using UDP, 6LoWPAN network is faced to non-connected unreliable transmission. Therefore, if the packets are lost in the decryption process, will cause the risk that the decrypted plaintext is not in agreement with the encrypted plaintext, so the use of CTR mode is more reliable.

Figure 3. Encryption Process of Secure Communication

AES encryption processes in 6LoWPAN Communication is shown in Figure 3 specifically. According to the CC2530 data manual, CC2530 built-in random number generator, AES co-processor and the corresponding registers, which can provide resource sharing in cross layer? Compared to software implementation, the use of hardware assistance can effectively improve the efficiency of encryption and decryption, and reduce the operating pressure of the 8051 processor. Because of the AES co-processor can only
be used to handle an event at a time, so we need to configure some properties in the program for reasonable arrangements of resources.

Between the CPU and the coprocessor, Communication is realized with the following three SFR registers: Encryption control and status registers (ENCCS), Encrypt the input registers (ENCID), Encrypt output register (ENCDO).

The starting position of the ENCCS register in the CC2530 is 0xB3, a total of 8 bits. Now set as shown in Figure 4.

|------|--------------|-------|---------------|-------|

**Figure 4. ENCCS Configuration**

The first tag, ST, indicating that the startup process ID. The second tag, setting CMD start processing command. When ST is set to 1, 00, 01, 10 and 11, four values can take for tag2-3, represent the encryption blocks, decryption blocks, loading key and a random number or IV loading operation respectively. Tag4 indicates the decryption operation state, while the value is 0, that is running, a value of 1, said ready. Tags 5-7 specify the current usage patterns, the use of 000 and 011 represent CBC mode and CTR mode respectively. Tag 8 is empty, filled by “0”.

5. System Testing and Performance Analysis

In system testing program, achieving deployment of the small test network topology, setting 6LoWPAN ordinary nodes and 6LoWPAN gateway in 6LoWPAN network domain area network and install Internet host node and gateway connecting then access it to 6LoWPAN network to test the connectivity and safety of the network. The network topology model of the test scheme is shown in Figure 5.

**Figure 5. The Topology of System Testing**

5.1. Access Control Testing

In the test of access control, the ID PAN and the channel value of the node are first configured, which are divided into two cases: the same PAN ID and the different PAN ID. In the first case, its domain switch authentication, you can achieve inter domain isolation, the nodes in the network of different inter domain deployment.
Figure 6. The Blocking of Normal Communication

Figure 6 shows the communication of multiple UDP client node and server node, and added the malicious nodes in the network, the malicious node by identifying the server node, and occupation the communication resources in a long term, to prevent the other normal client nodes.

Figure 7. Access Control of Pre-Shared Key

Then add DIO, Dao nodes of RPL messages news into pre-shared key mechanism, using 128 bit AES CBC mode encryption. Without affecting the mobile switching efficiency, effectively limit the access authentication node. Print the current node status to the node output panel by calling the system print function make directly displayed refused
access request message possible. In Cooja, through the view option on the Network panel to open the traffic view between nodes, show as Figure 6.

The nodes in Figure 7 have the same pan ID and the same channel node and in good communication distance, which the node numbered 1 to 5, and 7 to 10 is UDP communications client, the node numbered 6 and 12 is server node. In the condition of not used authentication mechanism, the client node can communicate with any other server node. After use pre-shared key authentication, nodes can only communicate with the node use the same key authentication. Node 13 is the malicious node which initiates flooding attacks. In the authentication mechanism, the node can’t join any network and can only initiate topology request broadcast message.

5.2. Mobility and Security Mechanism Testing

In the process of integration testing, add the authentication and encryption source code files to the project, encrypt before sending data, then sends the encrypted cipher text. After the node receives data packet, read the encrypted cipher text and decrypt according to the shared key. Finally, statistic the accuracy of encryption data transmission for validation, and comparison after add encryption algorithm, the differences in efficiency in 6LoWPAN network with before. With the effective data load transmitted in the unit time as evaluation index, compared with the data of 6LoWPAN node based on Contiki 2.7 in the same state. Test results are shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 9. The Comparison of Data Transmission Accuracy Rate](image)

In order to facilitate testing data transmission rate, it’s useful to use simulator control network state and parameters, choose Cooja to simulate the network topology and mobility scenarios, import the encrypted node project file, and set the same time, tested 10 times for the two cases and taking the average value, the result shown in Figure 10.

Under the standard 6LoWPAN protocol, using resting mechanism and system timer time default, the data transmission rate close to 10 bytes per second, using encryption algorithm for data transmission, the average measured transmission rate is 917 bytes per second, the average rate drop about 5%, does not affect the normal communication of the 6LoWPAN network. It’s in the normal fluctuation range in low-power wireless networks.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, an encryption algorithm which is applicable in 6LoWPAN is designed, access authentication scheme and information security transmission function of 6LoWPAN network are proposed and implemented. In the process of 6LoWPAN node access authentication, using AES decryption of CBC mode, network data in the plaintext is encrypted. Using a pre-shared key authentication node can effectively isolate the malicious nodes outside the domain network. In the later data transmission process, using AES counter mode to send data block and encrypt. The performance and characteristics of standard data encryption algorithm are compared with the proposed data encryption, meanwhile, the data transmission of encryption algorithm is simulated, and the transmission accuracy and data throughput of proposed encryption algorithm is analyzed. In experiment, the feasibility of the control inter-domain access and pre-shared key authentication is tested. The results proved the proposed scheme can ensure the privacy of data without affecting the communication efficiency, so meet expected design goals.
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